### June 5, 2020

**Customer questions? Our New Google Extension Can Help**

Do you want to find answers to your customer’s questions about our technology faster and access content directly through a Google search?

The Palo Alto Networks Google Search Extension can help you find accurate solutions from across our publicly available content.

[Learn more](#) and [download the extension](#).

**Follow us on Twitter**

---

**More channel news this week...**

**Presidio C-Suite Perspective With Nikesh Arora**

Presidio CEO, Bob Cagnazzi and Palo Alto Networks Chairman & CEO, Nikesh Arora discuss how businesses are adjusting to the challenges of COVID-19 today and how it will impact technology investments and decisions in the future. [Watch the video](#).

**NextWave Insights: Get Ready for PAN-OS 10.0 & NGFW Innovations**

Partner training is scheduled for next week: What’s New with PAN-OS 10.0 (June 9), Introducing IoT Security (June 10), and CN-Series Container NGFWs (June 11). [Register today](#).

**VM-Series Sales Enablement Kit**

Need to learn more about VM-Series? The new sales enablement kit has just what you need. [Find](#) the resource guide, overview deck, and online training materials.

**Cortex XSOAR Proof of Concept**

When’s the right time to approach your customer about a proof of concept? Use the Cortex XSOAR [presentation](#) and [video](#) to make sure your proposed solution meets your customer’s needs.